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BASKETBALL ADVISORY MINUTES 

Wednesday, February 8, 2023 
 
      MEMBERS 

AA Coach   Jamie Parish, SF Washington   2024 (1) 
A Coach  Larry Aaker, Winner    2023 (2) 
B Coach  Stewart Bohle, Ipswich   2024 (1) 
Athletic Director Steph Ornelas, Spearfish   2023 (1) 
Administrator  Donavan DeBoer, Parker    2023 (1) 

   Official     Jeremy Mikkelsen, Pierre    2023 (1) 
Native Am. Rep. Christian McGhee, Red Cloud   2024 (1) 

 
1. Welcome and Introductions- Auch welcomed all to the meeting at 10:30 a.m. and everyone introduced 

themselves. 
2. Select Recording Secretary- Steph Ornelas volunteered to take notes for the meeting. 
3. Review Duties and Responsibilities of Committee- Auch reviewed the duties and responsibilities of the 

committee member and thanked Larry Aaker for his years of the Advisory committee.  Ornelas, DeBoer and 
Mikkelsen all agreed to renew for a second term. 

4. Approval of the minutes from 2022- Motion by Parish, second by Bohle.  Motion passed unanimously. 
6. These were the proposals that the membership passed last year and seemed to be satisfactory. 

a. All Classes adopted the mercy rule- when ahead by 30 in the 2nd half the clock runs except for FT 
and timeouts.  Continued running clock unless score differential drops to less than 20 points. 

b. Cutoff date for out-of-state opponents includes all contests until the SD cutoff date. 
c. No regular season contest can be played after the cutoff date set for each class. 

7. Committee Reports 
 B Coach rep.- Bohle 

o Block/Charge semi-circle: Consensus of the committee is that until the NFHS moves 
this forward, this committee is not interested in giving our officials something else that 
they have to worry about during the contest as there are not rules in place to give 
much guidance and with trying to grow officials, might not be the best time to consider 
this.  Committee felt that dealing with the flop was a bigger concern. 

o Bohle had mixed reviews from the B coaches about the SoDak 32 and will discuss later 
in the meeting.  

o 4th Class for Basketball was brought up with no interest 
 A Coach rep.-Aaker 

o SoDak 32– Great discussion about this item.  Aaker had done much research to try and 
get this off the ground.  Survey revealed about a 50-50 consensus for it.  It was noted 
that if we were going to try and move this forward, we need to be sure everything is in 
place, so there is no question as to what the process will be.  With many unanswered 



questions at this time, the committee decided to have this as a discussion at the AD’s 
conference and get a general idea of where we might go from here and get an 
understanding if this is something we continue to work on.  Some felt if we have 32 
then they will want 64 and where does it stop? 

o Elimination of Bonus Seed points for Class A:  Good discussion on the possibility of 
eliminating the current rule that give Class A schools 2 bonus seed points for contests 
against Class AA opponents.  The committee felt this may tie in closely with another 
proposal potentially moving forward.   

o PROPOSAL:  Motion by Ornelas, second by Aaker to eliminate the two bonus points 
Class A receives for playing against Class AA opponents.  Motion passed 
unanimously. 

 AA Coach rep.-Parish 
o Boys Basketball Tryouts start date being Monday-Wednesday before Thanksgiving for 

all classes.  It was brought up that what would we do to accommodate the girls with 
the same option and there was not an answer to that.  Equality was not there, plus the 
committee was not sure there would be a need for tryouts for Class A and B, but yet 
we feared schools would have them so they could get in and have additional time to 
work with kids prior to the designated start date.  The committee felt this was more of 
Class AA problem, so we will have discussion at the AD’s conference for this. 

o AA playing a lower class up to two contests without penalty.  The committee felt this 
was discussed a bit with the other proposal.  Auch reported that Volleyball is currently 
doing this with more contest and it seems to be working fine. 

o PROPOSAL:  Allow Class AA basketball teams to play up to two contests vs. a Class A 
or Class B opponent, without a deduction of seed points.  These contests would be 
the first two contests vs. Class A and Class B opponents as they happen on their team 
schedule.  Any other contests after the two allowed, would result in a deduction of 
seed points as defined in the seed point system.  Motion by Parish, seconded by 
Donavan.  Motion passed unanimously. 

o Discussion item: starting girls season after Thanksgiving, if can’t start later, switch boys 
and girls state tourney dates.  Auch explained this is a facility issue for hosting state 
events as the facility is not open the week before.  Auch stated we will take this to the 
calendar committee that is scheduled to meet this year to discuss possible changes in 
the calendar. 

o AA Girls Tourney locations (East vs. West)- understand they may be better attended on 
the east side of the state, but as always, the road goes both ways, it just depends on 
who makes the tourney and if people chose to travel either way. 

o Mandating AA schools all play each other- talked about the possibility of stating they 
have to play “X” number of games in that class to be seeded. 

o Treating officials better play each other- we all need to do better at this.  Parish 
encouraged officials to set the tone for the contest and not accept bad behavior from 
players that may be taunting or expressing gestures/pointing to the opposing team or 
crowd.  Give them a technical and he feels that would clean up some of this behavior 
and that will help with rough play also. 

 Supt.  rep.—DeBoer 
o Having the potential for coaches to attend one of the region meetings that officials 

have to attend to help discuss things prior to the season or as the season goes along 
will help communication and getting to know officials. 

 AD rep.-Ornelas 
o All things she was sent were previously discussed. 

 Official rep.- Mikkelsen 



o Limiting # of coaches/adults/trainers on bench-  Although this is a good idea in 
thought, again, most felt like this can be handled with the help of head coach and 
officials giving a technical for out of line behavior. 

o Closely Guarded Front court 5-second count - no one felt this was a good idea as this is 
high school and it is a reward if I can play good defense and force the turnover. 

 Native American rep.-McGhee 
o Nothing new to add, it has all been discussed at this time. 

 SDHSAA rep.-Auch/Soma 
o Seven Quarter Rule discussion- Swartos brought up the discussion of the seven quarter 

rule and how the SDHSAA feels it is being abused mostly at the AA level.  We attend 
may games at the lower level (frosh/soph/JV/Varsity) and it seems the kids that are 
done playing one level just turn around and play 3 more quarters or a given amount to 
advance to another level.  Are we asking too much of kids to play 7 quarters for two 
nights and we are potentially burning them out.  Suggestion was that maybe they can 
only be listed on 2 rosters/levels to participate.  At Class A and B level sometimes there 
are so few kids at a school that they have to play all levels so we can have those 
contests, so the group did not want to see it decreased, but felt it was a local school 
policy that can be controlled at the local level and we will have a discussion at the AD’s 
conference about it. 

o Play SoDak contests at high seed like AA  - With host sites being more and more 
difficult to find, this is a good option.  Football and AA Basketball and Volleyball are 
already doing this and it seems to be working fine.  Many felt that if a team has earned 
the higher seed they have earned the right to host. 

o PROPOSAL: The SoDak 16 contests will be played at the higher seed.   
 Mileage will be paid to the traveling team at $1.50 per mile/ one way. 
 Host school will pay all expenses out of gate receipts (workers, officials).  

SDHSAA will receive 50% of gate receipts and the participating schools will 
split the remaining profit equally.  In the event a loss occurs the SDHSAA will 
reimburse the host school for the loss.  The maximum amount of 
reimbursement will be either 50% of the mileage paid to the traveling team 
or 50% of the total loss, whichever is less.  

Motion by Donavan, second by Aaker.  Motion passed unanimously. 
o Fist bump (bring back)  The ability to fist bump officials as a greeting when announced 

will be brought back next year, as most teams are doing it anyway . 
o PROPOSAL AMENDED:  Rosters must be finalized with accurate name and number 

one week prior to the start of the post season contest  no later than February 15 for 
all winter events. Changes after that date may be made through the SDHSAA.  A $50 
fine will be assessed for non-approved changes.  Passed unanimously. 

o Discussion on when schedules should be finalized and penalties for dropping or adding 
games after a specific deadline.  We have several requests for teams to not play 
scheduled contests or to change them to a JV contest late in the season for no 
apparent reason and it “looks as if” it is a  way to avoid losing seed points in the final 
stages of the season.  This will be discussed at the AD’s conference as well.  The 
committee feels there should be a set date for schedules to be set (no more than 20 
contests) and if a contest is dropped for reasons other than an act of God, then it 
renders you ineligible for post season play.  As stated, discussion at AD’s conference 
will be held on this topic. 
 

8. Discuss any proposals that group would like to bring forward 



a. PROPOSAL:  Motion by Ornelas, second by Aaker to eliminate the two bonus points Class A 
receives for playing against Class AA opponents.  Motion passed unanimously. 

b. PROPOSAL:  Allow Class AA basketball teams to play up to two contests vs. a Class A or Class B 
opponent, without a deduction of seed points.  These contests would be the first two contests 
vs. Class A and Class B opponents as they happen on their team schedule.  Any other contests 
after the two allowed, would result in a deduction of seed points as defined in the seed point 
system.  Motion by Parish, seconded by Donavan.  Motion passed unanimously. 

c. PROPOSAL: The SoDak 16 contests will be played at the higher seed.   
i. Mileage will be paid to the traveling team at $1.50 per mile/ one way. 

ii. Host school will pay all expenses out of gate receipts (workers, officials).  SDHSAA will 
receive 50% of gate receipts and the participating schools will split the remaining profit 
equally.  In the event a loss occurs the SDHSAA will reimburse the host school for the 
loss.  The maximum amount of reimbursement will be either 50% of the mileage paid to 
the traveling team or 50% of the total loss, whichever is less.  
Motion by Donavan, second by Aaker.  Motion passed unanimously. 

d. PROPOSAL AMENDED:  Rosters must be finalized with accurate name and number one week 
prior to the start of the post season contest  no later than February 15 for all winter events. 
Changes after that date may be made through the SDHSAA.  A $50 fine will be assessed for non-
approved changes.  Passed unanimously. 

 
 

9. Adjournment- with no further items to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 1:37 pm.  Motion by Aaker and 
Second by DeBoer. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Jo Auch 
Assistant Executive Director 
South Dakota High School Activities Association 
 


